
we make custom candles

SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE:      $24-30

starting at:      $13

COCONUT SOY WAX  -----------

NATURAL FRAGRANCE OILS  ---

USA SOURCED  ------------------

PLASTIC FREE DELIVERY  -------

    BATCH SIZE  --------

    AVERAGE BURN  ---

100%
 

100%
 

100%
 

100%
 

50 UNITS
 

35-40+ Hours

•  8 oz candle  •

@thesunriseshack @northshoresurfshop

    We get some necessary 'info' on your brand, business, or design ideas
    Give us 7-10 days and we'll give a first round mock-up of your candle
    Choose your scent - pick from any of natural fragrance oils (you can't go wrong)
    Once you approve, give us 3-4 weeks to order materials, make and deliver - email us here: hello@itsparadise.co

1.
2.
3.
4.



4 designs   -   from $11 / unit

✓   One-time payment of $250 for mind-blowing
artwork/label

✓   50 unit MOQ (first order only)

✓   $13 / unit  (no hidden fees, random charges)

✓    Order processed in 72 hours

✓    Design concept within 7 days 

✓    Free delivery 3 weeks after design approval

SUGGESTED RETAIL:   $24+   |   TOTAL PRCE:   $3,150

2 DEsigns   -   From $12 / unit

SUGGESTED RETAIL:   $24+   |   TOTAL PRCE:   $1,600

1 design   -   FRom $13 / unit

SUGGESTED RETAIL:   $24+   |   TOTAL PRCE:   $900

CUSTOM CANDLES
FIRST ORDER? START HERE

✓   One-time payment of $400 for mind-blowing
artwork/labels

✓   50 unit MOQ (per design - first order only)

✓   $12 / unit (no hidden fees, random charges)

✓   You earn a 10% royalty on any online sales with
from your candle

✓    Design concept within 10 days 

✓    Free delivery in 3-4 weeks after design approval

✓   One-time payment of $950 for mind-blowing
artwork/labels

✓   50 unit MOQ (per design - first order only)

✓   $11 / unit (no hidden fees, random charges)

✓   You earn a 15% royalty on any online sales with
from your candle

✓    Design concept within 14 days 

✓    Free delivery in 3-4 weeks after design approval



✓   No MOQ

✓   $13 / unit

✓    Order processed in 24 hours

✓    Free delivery in 4-10 days 

SUGGESTED RETAIL:   $24+   |   TOTAL PRCE:   $11+SUGGESTED RETAIL:   $24+   |   TOTAL PRCE:   $12+

You have one design   -   $13 / unit

SUGGESTED RETAIL:   $24+   |   TOTAL PRCE:   $13+

CUSTOM CANDLES
returning customer? CHECK YOUR UPDATED PRICES

✓   No MOQ

✓   $12 / unit

✓   You earn a 10% royalty on any online sales from
your candle design

✓    Order processed in 24 hours

✓    Free delivery in 4-10 days 

✓   No MOQ

✓   $11 / unit

✓   You earn a 15% royalty on any online sales from
your candle design

✓    Order processed in 24 hours

✓    Free delivery in 4-10 days 

You have two designs   -   $12 / unit You have four designs   -   $11 / unit



Mango +

Coconut

Coconut +

Cilantro
Plumeria

GrapEfruit +

Blood Orange

Cacoa + vanilla Jasmine + Fern
Sandalwood +

Dahlia

Pine +

Eucalyptus 

Coffee + Cacao
Ganja flower +

Tobacco

Ginger Coconut

+ Amber

Island Papaya +

Hibiscus

Guava + Lime

Sangria

Coconut +

Suntan Lotion

Palo Santo +

Sage
Sun Ivy + Lilies

a scent for every nose
100% NATURAL FRAGRANCES



1. Send us an email - hello@itsparadise.co

2. Start brainstorming basic concepts you want to include in your candle design (Pinterest
has it all...)

3. Decide which 'package' you want - 1 design, 2 designs, or 4 designs

4. Check out our list of naturally fragranced scents and imagine which one best fits your
vibe (we can help if you're unsure)

HERE ARE YOUR NEXT STEPS

hello@itsparadise.co


